2019 Spring Break
Monday March 25th
10:00am: Scats and Tracks tour - Who pooped here? Have you ever been hiking in the
outdoors and wondered what left those tracks, or that scat, behind? During this program it is
your goal to be an outdoor detective, using the clues to figure out who was there. Can you and
your family complete the tracks and scat bingo? What evidence of critters will you find? This
might be the only chance you have at getting exciting about finding poop! So, kids, grab your
parents, let’s get out there! $35pp++
10:00am: Beaver Creek UTV tour – Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
12:00pm: Archery Lesson – Learn from our guides the fundamentals of archery on both
compound and recurve bows. $75pp++
1:30pm: Ranch activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tour – One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateaway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
Tuesday March 26th
9:00am: Natural History & Geology Hike – Explore the history, geology, and natural
history of the Gateway area while hiking in gorgeous red rock canyon country. The story of the
300 million-year-old rocks, ancient life including dinosaurs, the 12,000-year-old human story,
and tales of the area’s pioneers will all be shared. $35pp++
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10:00am: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tour – One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
10:00am: Pistol Shooting – If you have ever thought about becoming a better marksman
this is the class for you. Learn valuable techniques from our veteran instructors that will have
you hitting the bullseye in no time. From beginner to the experienced shooter, everyone will
enjoy the steel target shooting gallery. Shoot a variety of today’s most popular pistols from
Glock, Springfield, and Colt.
1:30pm: Ranch activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Beaver Creek UTV Tour - Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
2:00pm: Modern Sporting Rifles - Shoot some of today’s most popular rifles. Start with
shooting steel targets at 100 yards and once you are comfortable try your hand at up to 500
yards away. This is a fun class that gives you the chance to shoot AR platform and bolt-action
rifles.
3:00-4:00pm: Atlatl Demonstration - For over 10,000 years, people have found a way
to live in the harsh and remote canyon country of western Colorado and eastern Utah. One of
the best tools for hunting was the atlatl. Come by the Adventure Center and learn more about
this spear-throwing device and try it yourself. Included in Resort Fee.
Wednesday March 27th
9:00am: Hanging Flume Tour - In the 1880s, miners in western Colorado faced a
problem of accessing gold deposits that were hundreds of feet about the Dolores River. They
came up with an ingenious solution; a flume was constructed that went thirteen miles up the
canyon to a point where the current river was only slightly higher in elevation than the old gold
bearing river cobbles. On this excursion, we travel down Highway 141 to visit the feat of
engineering and learn about the mining, ranching, and outlaw heritage of the area. $75pp++
10:00am: Beaver Creek UTV tour - Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
10:00am-11:30am: .22 Plinkster Shooting Learn gun safety and fine tune your
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marksmanship skills. Whether you are new to shooting or a seasoned shooter you will enjoy our
100-yard steel target shooting range. This combined pistol and rifle class will teach you valuable
skills that will have you on target in no time.
1:30pm: Ranch Activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tour - One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
2:00pm: Clay Pigeon Shooting - Fun for the whole family. Learn to shoot clay pigeons
in a fun and relaxed atmosphere. From beginner to the most experienced, each class is tailored
to the individual guest. Start by shooting one clay pigeon at a time and end with shooting
multiple targets from unpredictable locations. $150pp++
6:30pm-7:30pm: Cowboy Campfire Experience – Hear stories and songs around the
fire with our very own Bronson Brothers. Included in Resort Fee.
Thursday March 28th
10:00am: Dinosaur Track and Geology Tour - The Dolores River Canyon is one of the
best places in in the United States to find dinosaur and ancient proto-mammal tracks. Over 150
million years of geology will be examined while taking the breath-taking drive through the
canyon and stops will be made to examine and explore some of the best persevered track sites in
the area. $55pp++
10:00am: Beaver Creek UTV Tour - Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
10:00am: Pistol Caliber Carbine Shooting - are one of the hottest kinds of guns on the
market right now. They are fun, easy to shoot, and versatile. The first noticeable difference
when shooting a Pistol-caliber carbine verses a Rifle, is there is very little felt recoil. This is the
perfect class for new shooters that are interested in learning rifle shooting and experienced
shooters that would like to experience this exciting sport on our shooting gallery style range.
12:00pm: Archery Lesson – Learn from our guides the fundamentals of archery on both
compound and recurve bows. $75pp++
1:30pm: Ranch Activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
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adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tour - One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
2:00pm: Pistol Shooting - If you have ever thought about becoming a better marksman
this is the class for you. Learn valuable techniques from our veteran instructors that will have
you hitting the bullseye in no time. From beginner to the experienced shooter, everyone will
enjoy the steel target shooting gallery. Shoot a variety of today’s most popular pistols from
Glock, Springfield, and Colt. $150pp++
2pm-4pm: Red Rocks Interpretive Center - Meet the Curator of Curiosity in the Red
Rocks Interpretive Center to ask questions or discuss local history, geology, natural history,
archaeology, or paleontology. Display cases with local artifacts, dinosaur tracks, and historic
photos on display. Included in Resort Fee.
3:00pm-5:00pm (every half hour): Pinzgauer Property Tours - Get to know the layout
to Gateway Canyons Resort from the back of an Austrian military vehicle. Included in Resort
Fee.
5:00pm-9:00pm: Enjoy an incredible Pop-Up culinary experience by Chef Russell &
Henry. Experience craft cocktails & amazing views at your leisure, Entrada Patio & Fire Pit.
Contact our Concierge for fee and reservations.
Friday March 29th
9:00am: Roc Creek Rock Art Hike - People have been using and living in the canyons
around Gateway for hundreds of thousands of years and have left clues behind to help us
understand what everyday life was like. Roc Creek contains some of the most dazzling and
intriguing rock art in the region. The oldest images were carving into the sandstone one
thousand years ago and evidence for a possible village site can be found in the area. This tour
involves a two-mile round-trip moderate hike with outstanding views of the Dolores River
Canyon and Roc Creek as well as information on the vast and rich human history of the area.
$75pp++
10:00am: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tours - One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
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valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
10:00am-11:30am: .22 Plinkster Shooting Learn gun safety and fine tune your
marksmanship skills. Whether you are new to shooting or a seasoned shooter you will enjoy our
100-yard steel target shooting range. This combined pistol and rifle class will teach you valuable
skills that will have you on target in no time.
1:30pm: Ranch Activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Beaver Creek UTV Tour - Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
2:00pm: Modern Sporting Rifles - Shoot some of today’s most popular rifles. Start with
shooting steel targets at 100 yards and once you are comfortable try your hand at up to 500
yards away. This is a fun class that gives you the chance to shoot AR platform and bolt-action
rifles. $150pp++
2pm-4pm: Red Rocks Interpretive Center - Meet the Curator of Curiosity in the Red
Rocks Interpretive Center to ask questions or discuss local history, geology, natural history,
archaeology, or paleontology. Display cases with local artifacts, dinosaur tracks, and historic
photos on display. Included in Resort Fee.
3:00pm-5:00pm (every half hour): Pinzgauer Property Tours - Get to know the layout
to Gateway Canyons Resort from the back of an Austrian military vehicle. Included in Resort
Fee.
4:00pm – 6:00pm: Ranch Open House – Learn how to rope and meet our pony, Peter
Pan. Included in Resort Fee.
5:00pm-9:00pm: Enjoy an incredible Pop-Up culinary experience by Chef Russell &
Henry. Experience craft cocktails & amazing views at your leisure, Entrada Patio & Fire Pit.
Contact our Concierge for fee and reservations.
Saturday March 30th
9:00am: Dinosaur Track and Geology Tour - The Dolores River Canyon is one of the
best places in in the United States to find dinosaur and ancient proto-mammal tracks. Over 150
million years of geology will be examined while taking the breath-taking drive through the
canyon and stops will be made to examine and explore some of the best persevered track sites in
the area. $55pp++
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10:00am: Beaver Creek UTV Tour - Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
10:00am: Pistol Caliber Carbine Shooting - are one of the hottest kinds of guns on the
market right now. They are fun, easy to shoot, and versatile. The first noticeable difference
when shooting a Pistol-caliber carbine verses a Rifle, is there is very little felt recoil. This is the
perfect class for new shooters that are interested in learning rifle shooting and experienced
shooters that would like to experience this exciting sport on our shooting gallery style range.
$150pp++
11:00am-4:00pm: Family BBQ Smoke Out, Paradox Grille Patio, 11am-4pm. $20 adult
and $10 ages 12 and under.
1:30pm: Ranch Activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Clay Pigeon Shooting - Fun for the whole family. Learn to shoot clay pigeons
in a fun and relaxed atmosphere. From beginner to the most experienced, each class is tailored
to the individual guest. Start by shooting one clay pigeon at a time and end with shooting
multiple targets from unpredictable locations. $150pp++
2:00pm: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tour - One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
2pm-4pm: Red Rocks Interpretive Center - Meet the Curator of Curiosity in the Red
Rocks Interpretive Center to ask questions or discuss local history, geology, natural history,
archaeology, or paleontology. Display cases with local artifacts, dinosaur tracks, and historic
photos on display. Included in Resort Fee.
3:00pm-5:00pm (every half hour): Pinzgauer Property Tours - Get to know the layout
to Gateway Canyons Resort from the back of an Austrian military vehicle. Included in Resort
Fee.
5:00pm-9:00pm: Enjoy an incredible Pop-Up culinary experience by Chef Russell &
Henry. Experience craft cocktails & amazing views at your leisure, Entrada Patio & Fire Pit.
Contact our Concierge for fee and reservations.
6:00pm-7:00pm: Craft Beer Tasting, Paradox Grille, $10 per person
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Sunday March 31st
9:00am: Tracks and Scat Tour Who pooped here? Have you ever been hiking in the
outdoors and wondered what left those tracks, or that scat, behind? During this program it is
your goal to be an outdoor detective, using the clues to figure out who was there. Can you and
your family complete the tracks and scat bingo? What evidence of critters will you find? This
might be the only chance you have at getting exciting about finding poop! So, kids, grab your
parents, let’s get out there! $35pp++
10:00am: Beaver Creek UTV Tour - Experience a fun-filled adventure with expert
guides. Our guides will teach you about the geology, history, flora and fauna of the beautiful
Gateway area on a scenic drive along the Dolores River. $150pp++
1:30pm: Ranch Activities - Join our ranch crew for an unforgettable western Colorado
adventure. There are activities for any level of rider and interest ranging from scenic trail rides
to cowboy lessons. Scenic Trail Ride - $95pp++, Half Day Ride - $175pp++, Cowboy Lessons $175pp++, Cattle Drive - $175pp++
2:00pm: Sinbad Valley Jeep Tour - One of the last truly remote, rugged, and isolated
areas in western Colorado can be found in Sinbad Valley, just up the Dolores River Canyon
from Gateway. The geologic curiosity, caused by the collapse of an ancient salt dome, has
created a wonderland for off road enthusiasts, mountain climbers, and hardcore hikers. The
valley is flanked by the Sewemup Mesa Wilderness where legend claims castle thieves would take
stolen cows, cut off their old brands, and sew them up with a new one. $150pp++
3pm-4pm: Atlatl Demonstration - For over 10,000 years, people have found a way to
live in the harsh and remote canyon country of western Colorado and eastern Utah. One of the
best tools for hunting was the atlatl. Come by the Adventure Center and learn more about this
spear-throwing device and try it yourself. Included in Resort Fee.
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